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About This Game

The Girl and the Robot is a unique third person action/adventure game set in a fairy tale world. You take on the role of a young
girl trying to escape from a castle ruled by an evil queen. On her way, she meets a mysterious robot that can be controlled

remotely and together they encounter many challenges that test the strength of their new found friendship. This game is the first
act of the fairy tale.

Advanced gameplay mechanics that enables you to switch between two characters in order to solve puzzles, defeat
enemies and navigate in the world.

Mysterious backstory that has left its mark on the environment.

Unique hand-painted art style reminiscent of old fairy tales.

Please refer to our manual for info on controls and how to change input settings.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Flying Carpets Games
Publisher:
Flying Carpets Games
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2016
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Storyline - 9\/10
Combat System - 5\/10
Graphic - 9\/10
Music - 10\/10

Overall, I say 8.5\/10 not a bad game, I LOVE IT!. The Girl and the Robot has okay graphics, only music during fights, no
dialogue, and decent controls, but they can be a little flaky. I disliked the ending and the "to be continued" B.S. I definitely won't
be purchasing the sequel to this game. It's not a horrible game, but it's not one that I would recommend. 5/10. Very cute. PS2
graphics in 60 fps.. So I don't review games, but for this game I just had to! I won't write an eassy on the game instead I made a
video for this occasion.

So Let's Take A Look At The Girl And The Robot - https:\/\/youtu.be\/yWi1zzcxb9I
. Rough round the edges, bit it\u2019s got a lot of charm and a lovely art style!. not bad 8\/10
https:\/\/youtu.be\/XMutlCgHRJk. This game feels like it's in beta. It's not categorized as being in early access, and if this truly
is the finished product, I feel cheated.

Even in the menu, the plethora of issues this game suffers from start becoming apparent. Graphical options are completely
absent, along with incredibly basic features such as volume sliders ...Yeah, you read that right. There are no audio settings.
That's almost impressive, but in all the wrong ways.

I'm not sure whether this can be attributed to shoddy porting, but I know what can; every in-game button prompt shows
controller binds, even when you're not using a controller! For a game that claims to have full keyboard support, such an
oversight demonstrates pure laziness. Shame on you, devs!

Getting into the meat of it, the first thing I noticed is that The Girl and the Robot looks like a PS2-era game. Nothing necessarily
wrong with being a couple... decades behind on the tech, but I can let that slide, good looking graphics aren't everything!

Which brings us on to the gameplay... animations and sound effects are almost laughably bad. I don't know if it's a result of a
lack of effort or lack of competence but either way the end result is pretty jarring and immersion-breaking. Movement feels
stiff and unnatural, the puzzles are very basic and unchallenging.

The game fails to build up any kind of memorable atmosphere with it's lackluster artstyle and lack of ambiance.

As a fan of Last Guardian-esque adventure/exploration style games, I had hopes for this game but was left feeling disappointed
with this unfinished and ultimately unimpressive journey.. Quick Look: https://youtu.be/pS5LATkpxH8
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A charming laid back game that is a mix between Ico and classic studio Ghibli movies like Laputa: Castle in the Sky. The main
mechanic of The Girl and the Robot has you switching between two titular characters. When playing as the girl the game
presents platforming style puzzles, when playing as the robot it turns into an action slash em up. With these two characters a nice
balance in game-play is struck.

I'm mostly impressed with the game's emphasis on visual storytelling (always a huge win with me) which sets up several
mysterious plot points quite effortlessly. The controls are a little clunky but won't hamper your overall experience. (although the
decision to make running and action the same button is slightly questionable.)

A game like this is a nice way to while away an easy afternoon, well worth the $10.
(p.s. I hate the girls bright red sandals and I don't know why)
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i loved every minute of this game ... the story yes a bit cliche ... and hey the cut scense could use more work ... i mean i would
have liked a longer game ... of which would have made me feel more for the two the girl and the robot..but i sorta was left un
fulfilled after the end of this game like i would have cared less to what happened to them, i mean you hardly see or know why
the robot is the way he is unless i missed something... it was way to short.mechanics are fun plot is charming...but it beign worth
10 $ i am uncertain if the game play was longer i would say hell yes .. but im afraid it was way to short and i am uncertain if the
second install ment will be considered a seprate game of add on to this one eather way.. i would recomend you get this on sale ..
I was really looking forward to this game. It basically takes the best part of castle in the sky and turns it into a video game. The
atmosphere and the art style has a lot of charm and reminds me a little bit of ICO mixed with LoZ. I also think the visual story
telling is done very nicely and if your like me and you love over analyzing stuff then you were able to pick up little hints and
detail which expand on the story. Which in my book is fantastic. The combat however is rather rough, its not difficult but its
very easy to get stun-locked into a corner. Now this wound't be a problem if the sword play was more refined I died more often
from exploding enemies than anything else which is annoying because it's a cheap way to increase the difficulty.

Now the reason I am not recommending this game is because it is only Act 1 of the entire story rather than the entire thing and
ends on a cliff hanger. This wound't be a problem but it isn't advertised as such and comes across to me as rather deceptive. I'll
be keeping an eye out for this game for Act 2 but until it changes its title I can't recommend it.. Storyline - 9/10
Combat System - 5/10
Graphic - 9/10
Music - 10/10

Overall, I say 8.5/10 not a bad game, I LOVE IT!. I really enjoyed it. The Girl and the Robot was at a gamestop. I took it home,
played it, and had fun. The graphics totally took me back to ps1\/ps2 but that was kind of why I really liked it. They don't make
games like this anymore. I hope they continue the story. Don't know why people are harping on it so much the story isn't even
done yet. Play it for yourself, its enjoyable if you just want something short and easy. Its the simple things in life that make it
fun.

I repurchased it on steam to try it on the PC and still had fun. Took a minute to figure out the controls but its not like it was
hard. Still really like it.. Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/pS5LATkpxH8

A charming laid back game that is a mix between Ico and classic studio Ghibli movies like Laputa: Castle in the Sky. The main
mechanic of The Girl and the Robot has you switching between two titular characters. When playing as the girl the game
presents platforming style puzzles, when playing as the robot it turns into an action slash em up. With these two characters a nice
balance in game-play is struck.

I'm mostly impressed with the game's emphasis on visual storytelling (always a huge win with me) which sets up several
mysterious plot points quite effortlessly. The controls are a little clunky but won't hamper your overall experience. (although the
decision to make running and action the same button is slightly questionable.)

A game like this is a nice way to while away an easy afternoon, well worth the $10.
(p.s. I hate the girls bright red sandals and I don't know why)
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